Mister Rogers Talks with Families about Divorce, 1987, 9780425103500, Berkley Books, 1987, Fred Rogers, Clare O'Brien

Episode 5 (Divorce). Joe Negri shows Rogers a rack of musical instruments that have either been repaired or are in need in repair. They meet Earl Grollman, a counselor who has written a book on divorce for children. Prince Tuesday finally shares his emotions with his family. Aired on February 19, 1981. Episode 6 (Divorce). Rogers wears a false-face to show that he is still himself inside. The Royal Electric Plane-Car arrives via a clown courier. Behind the mask is Chuck Aber, who has been divorced and doesn't see much of his children. Thus, Prince Tuesday can relate to Aber's feeling.

The following is a list of episodes from the eleventh season of the PBS series, Mister Rogers' Neighborhood, which aired in 1981.

Rogers fields questions from parents about divorce. Aired on February 15, 1981. Mr. McFeely relives memories of his wedding. Previewing the Neighborhood of Make-Believe storyline, Prince Tuesday befriends a girl whose parents are divorced. This episode has 2 make-believe segments in one show. Aired on February 16, 1981. How Mister Rogers used children's TV to tackle death, divorce and existential dread. Fifteen years after his death, Fred Rogers – the host of Mister Rogers' Neighborhood™ and the subject of Morgan Neville's documentary – has found a new legion of fans, reports Alexandra Pollard. Tuesday 06 November 2018 08:40. 0 comments. Politically, too, Rogers’ message was eerily prescient. In one early episode, uncovered in Neville’s film, imperious monarch King Friday XIII decided to build a wall around the neighbourhood, establishing a border guard. “King against change,” read the newspaper headlines before balloons adorned with messages like “peaceful coexistence” prompted a change of heart.